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I. REVIEW OF STAFFING AND EQUIPMENT SITUATION AT THE INSTITUT GEOGRAPHIQUE

Although created by statute in 1961, it was not until 1965 that the
Institute began to develop with the construction of the first part of the

premises and the acquisition of the minimum of technical equipment needed

to enable the first five geographers and assistantse who had arrived in

1963-64 after completing their training in Paris, to carry out their functions

^y the end of 1966t the service's staff and equipment was made up as

follows:

(a) Technical -personnel

- 7 professional g3Ographersf 3 of which were non-nationals;

- 2 cartographers;

- 3 senior technicians;

- 4 assistant geographers*

(b) Equipment

- 5 theodolites, (l T4f 2 T3 and 2 22).;
- 2 levels (l N3 and 1 N2);
- reconnaissance scales (Delooze);
- 2 MP.A 3 tellurometers;

- 2 plotters \l stereflex and 1 Poivilliers D4);
- 4 vehicles including three utilities.
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It should be noted that in 196lf because of the excessively high cost
of setting up the service, the operation was planned in three successive phases.

In order to carry out the second phase, which included extending the
premises and providing the service with a full range of equipment, it was
necessary to request United Nations Special Fund aid in August 1967.

The agreement,, which was not signed until 19 August 1969, is to last four
years and involves an overall amount of US$1,290,800, $/29,3OO of which
consists of the counterpart contribution from the Ivory Coast to cover the
cost of evaluating the location of the existing buildings and equipment and
the salaries and wages of the Ivory Coast personnel involved in the project.

r T! Pro^amme of Projects designed to meet the immediate
Iv0^Coast- Wk* completedr the programme, which will be carried
asSlsta£ce of ™>P experts eqit d hil

£ ^ pdr the programme, which will be carried
the £Sl£j rasSlsta£ce of ™>P experts, equipment and vehicles, should provide
the Insj^tu^^ep^raEhigue with operational filiti d th

p, quipment and vehicles, should provid
^^^p^Egue with operational facilities, modern technical equip-

ment and a staff of technicians with sufficient training to enable them,
by the end of the project, to continue unaided with all the geodetic, astronomi-

Sif^^Jf^^0^^0 ^ ^ —^carried out by numerous

n-p +fn*,1?72? aftSr thf Pro^arame had tee* in operation for two years, provision
of technical equipment and vehicles had reached a very advanced stage and the
training of geodetic and photogrammetric technicians had been completed.

Of the four experts, only the project director and the photogrammetry expert
remained at the end of September 1972; at present, the staff confistTofT

- 6 professional geographers, including 3 non-nationals;
- 6 senior technicians, including 2 non-nationals;
- 3 cartographers, including 2 non-nationals;
- 8 cartographic draughtsmen;
—8 assistant geographers*

to

Vn?nZ?i T2^ (DI"1Ot BI~50'
5 levels (2 N3, 2 NAK2 automatic, 1?N2); .

- 2 Delooae reconnaissance scales;

- 10 collapsible metal tower (Bilby)t total height: 310 metres;
- 5 plotters (1 A1OB 2 J38, 1 D4. 1 stereflex);
- 1 WILD E4 enlarger - plotter;

- 1 Bouzard reproduction table;
- 1 hot press;

- 1 aerial photo printer;

- 1 large format printing-down frame;
■- 1 phototypesetter;

- 25 vehicles, including 16 cross-country vehicles.
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II. CARTOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES IN THE IVORY C0A3T SINCE THE SECOND CONFERENCE

From the information given above, it can "be seen that from 1966 to 1970?

the Institut Geograrfaioue has concentrated mainly on rounding out its equipment

and training middle-level personnel; it alsoc however,, played a determining

role in drawing up the contracts concluded with the French Institut Geogranhidue

National and it would "be remiss of me not to take this opportunity of expressing

the deep gratitude of the Government of the Ivory Coast to the IGNf which

continues to provide smooth and effective assistance "both in carrying out the

tasks which the Ivory Cos.st Institute is not yet in a position to perform

and in training senior personnel at the Ecole Nationale des Sciences

in Paris*

The Ivory Coast Government also takes this opportunity to thank the UNEP

for the invaluable assistance it has provided in the development of the

Institut

As a result of these two forms of assistancer cartographic activities

-in tfce Ivory Coast have expanded considerably "between 1966 and 1972. The

re suits'of these activities are shown in the tables "below:

(1) Aerial work

- General coverage of the territory on the scale of l:50t000 was completed

long ago (1954-I96O); neverthelesst partial photographic surveys are carried
out from time to time with a view to the revision of the 1:50C000 or 1:200,000

scale maps of the areas concerned; 112,000 km have been covered in this

way between 1967 and 1972*

- Mention should "be made of the various large-scale missions (l:50e000,

1:25,000 or l:35fOOO) carried out in the areas surrounding the urban centres,
or along major highways or valleys, and covering almost 20,000 km .

(2) Ground work

(a) Geodetic control network:

- 719 1cm of geodetic traverses (44 points observed and calculated
in 1971);

- 7 urban centres were observed with minor triangulations com

prising 70 points and oovering approximately 47tOOO hectares-
"between March 1971 and May 1972.

(b) Astronomical control network: 10 new determinations in 1970-71

(c) Levelling: 900 km of precise levelling carried out from 1968tol970.

(d) Stereoscopic ground control for plotting (l:5,000 and 1:20.000) -
72rOOO hectares covered,

(e) Completion: on the scale of 1:50,000 : 12,000 km?;
on the scale of 1:200,000: 72,000 km .
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(3) Shop work

(a) Plotting:

- large-scale (1:5*000 and l;20f000) - 720 km ;
- medium-scale (l:50;00C) - 60,000 Ipn2.

- (b) Maps prepared and published:

- 3.:10t000 '220 km2);
- l;20:000 (l/o20 km2):
- li50i.000 (36,000 km2);

- 1:200,000 (l3230OO km2);
- lrSOOrOOOj

- various maps on the scale of 1:1,000,000 in one sheet (adminis
trative map^ general planimetric and relief map);

- atlas o." the Ivory Coast»

(4) Other activities

Mention should be made here of the determining role played "by the Institut

Geographique. of the.. Ivory Coast in the training of middle-level personnel

(senior technicians and assistant geographers) at ^he Ecole Superieur des
Travaur.; Publics and at the training centre of the Ministry of Public Works at

Abid,ianv both of which institutions accept students from the Ivory Coastr

Upper Volta, Dahomey. Guinea and other countries*

Charts showing the development of cartographic activities in the Ivory

Coast from 1966 to 1972 can be fcund in the annex.

Note: Maps attached tc this report will be issued as Addendum I

to this document*


